January 25, 2022
Attended: Julie Calderon, Krista Hodges, Leticia Blanco, Jon Tiano, Alexis Blanco-Barron,
Valerie Smith
Absent: Davita Zamora (excused); Ashlee Griffith (excused); Veronica Bejines accepted CSEA
Vacancy: Parent
Purpose: SSC #3
Start time: 3:37pm
Call to order
No public comment
October meeting minutes reviewed
Vote: Blanco approved; Tiano seconded; all voted in favor.
Do not have a quorum to approve updated Crossroads expenditures.
Do not have a quorum to approve updated Bridgepoint expenditures.
Ms. Calderon led the Safety Plan review:
Major change was adding Covid protocols
Same template used by district with particulars tweaked to fit particular school
Protocols just changed yesterday and they will be added
New program at BP:
Students give the option of doing counseling instead of suspension for minor drug offenses.
All “offenders” have opted for counseling option
Second offender chose suspension
Discipline has been slower
Expulsion and suspension data:
BP has always had more than CR
Good data from district
Calderon shared a chart from the district that included discipline stats
Alt Ed has relatively smaller number of suspensions than NMHS
Huge drop in discipline because of distance learning
Working hard to make this campus a safe place for students
No questions or areas of concern from the group
Tiano: brought up speed bumps (due to people driving very fast through the parking lot)
Calderon: agreed that the parking lot can be treacherous at times
Calderon attempted to locate at least one other absent member in order to initiate quorum.
Calderon suggested rescheduling for February 1 at 3:30

Ms. Smith joined the meeting at 4:06
Quorum reached
Budget discussion:
BP authorizes teachers to make changes if they don’t do field trips that were budgeted for.
Area: Math spending
Amount of money: $725 (curriculum, supplies, graphic arts, TK-6)
Vote: Tiano motion to approve; seconded by Blanco and Smith; all approved
Area: ELA
Amount of money: $1145 (licenses for Teachers Pay Teachers and Kindergarten Smorgasbord,
curriculum, supplies, books, for grades TK-5)
Vote: Tiano motion to approve; seconded by Smith; all voted in favor
Area: Science and Social Science
Amount of money: $885 curriculum, magazines, books, supplies. Grades TK-5
Vote: Blanco motion to approve; seconded by Tiano; all voted in favor
Area: English learners and other students with disabilities
Amount of money: $445 online resources for K; culturally relevant books for grade 3
Vote: Smith motion to approve; seconded by Tiano; all voted in favor
Area: Support learning loss that happened during distance learning
Amount of money: $1180 (IXL already approved); $100 for jr high teacher for KAMI (6 and 7)
Vote: Smith approved; seconded by Tiano; all voted in favor
Area: Edgenuity (put aside- already paid for by the district)
Area: PBIS
Amount of money: $2000 spirit gear for CR; K lesson plans for SEL; any kind of gifts we get for
our graduates
Vote: Smith approved; seconded by Blanco; all voted in favor
Area: Elective classes and P.E.
Amount of money: $1625 supplies and graphic arts
Smith wondered if district paid for Graphic Arts from general fund; Calderon indicated some
SPSA funding has to be used
Vote: Smith approved; seconded by Hodges; all voted in favor
Area: Laptop X 4, and printers, for use at Crossroads for better performance (SSC approves the
change in usage of LCFF funds or ESSER funds in Goal 1.7 to purchase these additional
laptops and printers for the Crossroads teachers to better serve our students virtually)
Amount of money: $4000 (includes tax and possible shipping)

Vote: Valerie approved; seconded by Blanco; all voted in favor

Crossroads spending is complete
BP has been good about spending their money as the year has progressed. Calderon will make
sure money is spent by February deadline
Proposal: Can teachers use field trip money for supplies, guest speakers/assemblies?
Vote: Smith approved; seconded by Blanco; all voted in favor
Mini site council meeting to approve the safety plan scheduled for 2/3/22 @ 3:30
SSC #4 meeting scheduled for 3/15/22 at 3:30
Vote: Hodges approved; seconded by Blanco; all voted in favor

Blanco called meeting closed at 4:27pm

